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First and foremost I want to thank the sponsors of this 
erasmus -EUROPEAN UNION program for the lifetime 
opportunity to study in Europe and for this case CZECH 
REPUBLIC .
It has been the best exposure,   learning experience  of 
its kind, morally ,physically and above all in discovering 
myself. At the beginning it seemed very challenging to 
adapt to a totally new environment ,new people ,new 
weather patterns ,new language and so forth. With time 
things started being easy and friendly. University of 
Hradec so far so good  has been my home for the last 
five months and very instrumental to achieving my 
quest for knowledge ,it had very great programs ,human 
oriented lecturers and above all very 
conducive environment for achieving better studies ,the 
studies were well conducted , i learnt PowerPoint 
presentation, oral presentation and organization of 
studies which I had very little experience . in class 
Lecturers were willing to assist any minute even at 
midnight ,they provided all the resources we need 
,provided thoughts and corrections effectively ,their 
support was unmatched.



I cannot  forget the support received from my coordinator at University 
of Hradec Kralove, vera kouřimová, she was so resourceful from the 
beginning to the end of the program.
Her guidance  on the pickups at the airport ,to settling very fast 
,studies and other Erasmus concerned matters her support was 
unmatched. 



ERASMUS STUDENTS OPPORTUNITIES AT HRADEC KRALOVE 

The surrounding had better resources for academic and 
health development ,for example The research library ,the museums 
,various fields and stadiums for physical development at Hradec Kralove I 
had the pleasure of visiting them ,the research library was well equipped 
with various academic and artistic activities and entry free of charge.
The education system was the best ,the stag system UHK was 
programmed with timetables ,examination dates ,class notes ,information 
from lecturers and most fascinating was the number of attempts you 
could register for sitting an exam ,it gave students easy time to prepare 
and adjust to busy schedules.
voluntary activities were perfect especially cleaning the environment 
visits to various castles was fantastic and a great learning experience  
for example castle of Pardubice 





The university organized visiting professors' lectures which exposed us to various scholars 
from different environments 
i may not manage to tell everything about the best Erasmus in the world ,all i can say in 
a summary is that it has opened my eyes ,boosted my view of the world and gave me more 
energy ,commitment  and above all desire to pursue my dream not only in academics but 
social life which will be very instrumental to achieving my goals .
i would be glad  to come back for PHD incase another opportunity rises ,Czech republic 
will always be my priority .
Those coming to erasmus in University of Hradec Kralove don't panic ,you are in the right 
place  with right people  ,enjoy the very best .








